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1. Introduction 
The national effort to secure a site to dispose of LLW in Korea has been successfully completed when 

Gyeongjoo was finally selected through its local referendum on November 2nd in 2005. The focus has 

been shifted to the future of spent nuclear fuels generated by 20 reactors in four nuclear complexes. Korea 

has a solid plan to raise its nuclear share, with 28 reactors in operation, in the electricity generation to 

46.7% by 2017.The total amount of spent nuclear fuel from these reactors will be 36,000 MT. To dispose 

of 36,000 MT, at least a four square kilometer underground layer is required.  

The characteristics of Korean disposal conditions are rather unique. Korea has a mixture of CANDU and 

PWR whose inventories and decay heats are quite different. The spent nuclear fuel is assumed to be 

emplaced into stainless steel containers filled with cast iron. Calcium bentonite is used as a buffer 

material between a waste container and a surrounding rock. Radionuclides passing through barriers will 

eventually reach the biosphere. Two pathways are identified as major ones; one following the stream of 

ground and surface waters to the ground surface, a river and a marine environment, the other intersecting 

a small well whose extracted water is consumed by local residents.  

To safely disposed of spent nuclear fuels, KAERI has developed the Korean Reference Disposal System 

(KRS). To assess the long term post closure radiological safety, KAERI has developed the following 

products; 

(1) The KAERI FEP Encyclopedia, 

(2) Reference and alternative scenarios in association with the corresponding rock engineering 

system matrixes, assessment method contexts and flow charts, 

(3) Assessment codes, MASCOT-K and MDPSA, 

(4) PAID, the input database for total system performance assessment(TSPA), 

(5) Safety assessment on two reference and other selected scenarios, 

(6) Korean biosphere modeling, and 
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(7) Quality assurance systems in association with the CYPRUS, the cyber R&D platform system 

and

(8) The flow visualization lab as well as the virtual reality system. 

These R&D outputs aim at quantitative assessment of safety and confident building for general public as 

well as a scientific community. 

2. Scenario Development 
KAERI has developed its FEP encyclopedia since 1997. Currently 382 FEPs are identified throughout 

FEP identification, evaluation and screening processes. FEPs are classified into two categories; scenario 

defining FEPs(SDF) and process and event FEPs. SDFs which are noted as features become the diagonal 

elements of the rock engineering system (RES) matrixes, while processes and events turn out to be the off 

diagonal elements of RES matrixes. The interactions among these elements determine the scenarios. 

These interactions are sequentially recorded into the FEAS program, which represents FEP to Assessment 

through Scenario, a web based system to record and store information on FEPs, RESs, scenarios, and 

their corresponding assessment contexts and methods. At this moment, FEAS is integrated into the 

CYPRUS, a cyber R&D platform which serves as a portal for total system performance assessment of a 

potential HLW repository. 

Two reference scenarios are identified, labeled as R1 and R2. R1 is the case that radionuclides follows the 

pathways of ground and surface waters in fractured media and a major water conducting feature (MWCF) 

and finally reach the biosphere. On the other hand, R2 is the case that radionuclides are extracted at a 

small well which locates at the interface between fractured media and a MWCF. 

For these two reference scenarios more than tens of alternative scenarios are identified. So far more than 

twenty scenarios as shown in Table 1 are evaluated. In addition, the so called initial container failure 

scenarios are also assessed. 

3. Scenario Assessment 
To asses the safety of a repository the MASCOT-K code has been used. The MASCOT originally 

developed by Serco Assurance for LLW disposal are modified to add features describing the dissolution 

of spent nuclear fuel in fully saturated media. Two dissolution mechanisms such as gap and congruent 

releases are coded into the original version. To verify the MASCOT-K, code comparison studies are 

performed with AMBER and PICNIC for two different scenarios which are quite similar to R1 and R2 

except source terms. It is turned out that the results from the MASCOT-K are quite similar to those from 

two other codes. 

After verification, MASCOT-K along with the aids of AMBER are applied to assess the safety of a 

generic potential HLW repository in Korea. The data are collected from literature surveys and limited 
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field tests in two different parts of the Korean peninsular, Youngdong and Youngseo areas. In fact the data 

from the Youngseo area which represents the western part of Korea are collected from the borehole 

networks in association with the K-URF, a small scale underground tunnel inside KAERI. 

Table 1. Scenarios Assessed in ’05 TSPA in KAERI 

Scenario name Description

R1ref Fracture + MWCF Geosphere 

R2ref Fracture + Small well 

R1refDifIRF R1 with Sr97 IRF 

R1TenLessGap R1 with 1 folder less IRF 

R1EDZCB R1 geosphere + EDZ with 1folder increase in a porosity 

R1EDZCBBTenVnPoro R1 geosphere + EDZ with 1 folder increases in a velocity and a porosity 

R1EDZCBBMDDVPORO 
R1 geosphere + EDZ by CB with 1 folder increases in a velocity and a matrix 

rock porosity and 1 m matrix diffusion depth 

R1FiveLongFrac R1 geopshere but a fracture length becomes 500 m 

R1FR R1 geosphere with fault reactivation 

R1TenLargerb R1 geosphere assuming 1 folder increase in a fracture aperture 

R1HundredLargerb R1 geosphere assuming 2 folder increase in a fracture aperture 

R1ThousnadLargerb R1 geosphere assuming 3 folder increase in a fracture aperture 

R1InfMDDFrac R1 geosphere assuming infinite matrix diffusion distance 

R1MDD1cm R1 geosphere assuming 1cm matrix diffusion distance 

R1MDD10cm R1 geosphere assuming 10cm matrix diffusion distance 

R1TenMatrixD R1 geosphere with 1 folder increase in a diffusion coefficient  

R1TenHigherKd R1 geosphere with 1 folder increase in Kd of a surrounding rock matrix 

R1TenHigherVFrac R1 geosphere assuming 1 folder increase in pore velocity 

R1TwoLongFrac R1 geosphere assuming increase of fracture length by 2 times 

R1TenLongerFrac R1 geosphere assuming 1 folder increase in fracture length 

R1TenK R1 geosphere assuming 1 folder increase in pore velocity in MWCF 

R1TenLongerMWCF R1 geosphere assuming 1 folder increase in length of MWCF 

R1MYCLT R1 with 1 million year canister lifetime 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

R1TenThoYCLT R1 with 10,000 year canister lifetime 

R11e5YCLT R1 with 100,000 year canister lifetime 

R1PSACLT R1 with triangular distribution of canister lifetime 

R1ICFref R1 with reference initial container failure rate 

R2refDifIRF R2 with SR97 IRF 

R2MYCLT R2 with 1 million year canister lifetime 

R2TenThoYCLT R2 with 10,000 year canister lifetime 

R21e5YCLT R2 with 100,000 year canister lifetime 

R2PSACLT R2 with triangular distribution of canister lifetime 

Figure 1 represents the annual individual dose rate as a function of time since emplacement for the R1 

scenario. 

Figure 1. The Annual Individual Dose Rate for the R1 Scenario 
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Results show that I-129 whose half life is over one million year is the dominant nuclide over the dose rate 

due to its characteristics of a release without retardation in man-made and geological barriers. After that 

other fission products such as Tc-99, Sn-126, C-14 affect the total dose rate. And after a million year, the 

effect of transuranic (TRU) elements becomes noticeably along with their lengthy decay chains. Figure 3 

illustrates the change of the annual individual dose rate in the case with one million year canister lifetime. 

Figure 2. The Annual Individual Dose Rate for the R1 Scenario with One Million Canister Lifetime 

Still, the I-129 is the dominant nuclide to the dose rate. However, the contribution of TRUs becomes 

significant later times. Figure 3 represents the peak dose rates from different scenarios. As noted the 

peaks are below the 1E-7 Sv/yr level for all cases where the currently proposed guideline for the dose rate 

in Korea is 1E-4 Sv/yr. 
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Figure 3. Annual Individual Dose Rates for Different Scenarios 

4. Conclusions
More assessments for different scenarios are under study in KAERI. All results are reported as the ’06 

TSPA report which summarizes all R&D activities during the ten year period from 1997 and 2006. The 

results for all assessments are recorded in the CYRUS system to assure traceability, transparency, 

reproducibility, review, and retrievability. 
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